
TOWN OF NEW HAMPTON
PLANNING BOARD
MEETING MINUTES

NEW HAMPTON TOWN OFFICE
NEW HAMPTON, NH 03256

August 25, 2015

MEMBERS PRESENT: Regular members Mr. Kettenring, Mrs. Hiltz, Mr. Conkling, Mr. Love, Mr.
MacDonald, Mr. Mertz, and alternate member Mr. Hays were present.

OTHERS PRESENT: Town Administrator Mrs. Lucas, Fire Chief Drake and Deputy Chief Lang.

CALL TO ORDER: Chairman Kettenring called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

Mr. Kettenring appointed Mr. Hays to vote in place of the vacant regular
member position.

CORRESPONDENCE: There was none.

PRELIMINARY HEARING/
SUBMISSION OF
APPLICATION:
New Hampton School, Dr. Childs
Road, Tax Map U-3, Lot 12;
construct a 36,000 sq. ft. indoor ice
arena.

CCI’s Jeff Downing, Banwell Architect Tom Daniels, Horizons Engineer
Will Davis, and Head of Finance Jill Duncan were present.

Mr. Kettenring advised that 3rd party reviewer Gerald Lang wrote Mrs.
Lucas that he has not finished his review yet but Mr. Lang expressed
concern with stormwater discharge modeling for calculation purposes.  Mr.
Kettenring suggested that the plans to be submitted on 8/31 could have a
condition that these issues be addressed to the satisfaction of Mr. Lang. If
his response comes in right away Mrs. Lucas would provide it to NHS.

Mr. Kettenring read letters from department heads on the site plan:
1. Police Chief Huckins stated he had no concerns other than snow removal

and parking, which had already been discussed by the board.
2. Public Works Director Jim Boucher stated a right-of-way easement was

needed, allowing the department, and public, a turnaround on school
property, beyond where Dr. Childs Road is discontinued.  He asked to
have an opportunity to review that prior to it being signed by Selectmen.
Mr. Boucher expressed concern with adequate drainage into a town
culvert, saying Mr. Lang would be reviewing this also.

Mr. Downing reviewed the board’s list of concerns from the previous
meeting.

1. Documentation of wetland survey.  Mr. Davis advised that Randall
Shuey had previously mapped them and advised he would note this
on the plans.

2. Location of bus parking – Mr. Davis advised they expanded the
pavement to allow for 16’ of width for vehicles to pass by any buses
that may be parked. Mr. Kettenring asked to have this detail shown
more clearly on the plan.

3. Width of driveways – Mr. Davis advised this has been increased to
20’ by shifting the building slightly.

4. Snow storage – Mr. Davis showed several snow storage locations
that should fit the needs of the school, most of it being pushed over
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the bank.
5. Fire Dept input on turnarounds and Kennedy Field parking – Mr.

Downing advised this is designed around the standards.  Chief Drake
reviewed Fire Code for the requirements they would need in a
hammerhead.  As proposed the current plan may need some
additional space.  Chief Drake submitted a letter listing his concerns
on the site plan, which was read into record by Mr. Kettenring.  It
listed the following concerns/conditions:
a) Complete set of construction plans be submitted to the 3rd party

reviewed for compliance with codes prior to construction, the
cost to be borne by the applicant.

b) Sufficient turnaround provided at rear of building for emergency
vehicles. Mr. Davis asked if this required pavement for the
width of the department’s vehicle wheels and Chief Drake said it
did.

c) Installation of a Knox box provided for arena.
d) Building to be equipped with a monitored NFPA compliant

sprinkler system and fire alarm system, with submittal of plans
for these systems to the Fire Dept. prior to construction.

e) Any additional uses for this building be submitted to the
department prior to the event.

f) Emergency vehicles would have a minimum of 16’ of clear
roadway travel for one-way traffic, and 24’ of clear roadway
travel for two-way traffic.

g) “No Parking” fire lane signage be provided on both sides of
access road.

h) Kennedy Field parking area access road be paved, a minimum of
24’ in width.

i) “No Parking” signage be posted on both sides of access road.
j) Access road be redesigned to reduce the steepness.

6. Paving access to Kennedy Field – Mr. Downing advised this was
just discussed.  He asked if this needed to be the entire access road,
or does it depend on other issues.  Chief Drake said he would prefer
the entire access road, to the parking lot, be paved. Ms. Duncan
asked if there was possibility to access this parking lot from Route
104 and Mrs. Lucas advised NH DOT would not allow it.

7. Other uses of the ice arena – Ms. Duncan advised that during times
of rain, practices may take place inside, and possibly
commencement ceremonies.  Mr. Downing said that assembly
permits would need to be reviewed by the Fire Dept in particular
circumstances.  Mrs. Lucas confirmed that it would be used as a
sports arena with a special permit only in the case of large event,
through the Fire Dept.

Mr. Downing said they would submit a scope of work for the Kennedy
parking area.  They intend to pave the walkways from this parking lot to Dr.
Childs Road, if they were gravel.

Mr. Hays suggested a one-way in, one-way out, for traffic through the
Kennedy parking lot and whether this could reduce the width of pavement.
Mr. Downing expressed concern with too much cutting behind Caswell
Lane, a residential area, to allow for this type of travel.  NHS agreed to
continue working on this issue.
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Mr. Kettenring read into record an outline of the scope of work on the
parking lot, submitted by Jill Duncan. Location and access road see
conceptual plan by Horizons Engineering, dated August 2015, for Kennedy
Field parking lot.
a) Minimum of 134 parking spaces will be created between the new rink

and Kennedy parking lot.  Additional spaces may be added at the option
of NHS.

b) NHS wishes to create the access road and parking lot with 12” of
compacted gravel, and 4” of CBR connecting lot to Kennedy Field, with
the walkway on the field being paved to the rink.
Mr. Kettenring advised that Mrs. Lucas had responded to Horizons
Engineering that these plans would need to be approved by the Planning
Board as part of the conditions of site plan approval for location and
number of spaces.

c) NHS will be maintaining the parking lot and walkway to the arena - year
round.

d) NHS will continue design and review process with target of approvals
for the added parking lot to be approved in Dec. 2015 with construction
to begin Spring 2016.

e) Detailed final design plans for the actual construction of the parking lot
will be reviewed and approved by NHS, local and state authorities.

Ms. Duncan advised that Precinct Commissioner Fred Smith is reviewing the
plans relative to any Precinct issues.

It was noted that outstanding issues include input from the Precinct and
Gerald Lang.

Mr. Love recused himself from this portion of the proceedings as he works
for NHS.

Mr. Hays made a motion, seconded by Mr. Mertz, to accept the application
as complete.  Vote passed, with Mr. Love abstaining.

OTHER BUSINESS
Price Auto, 322 NH Route 104, Tax
Map R17, Lot 10, re: change in
display location of vehicles for sale

Bob Watson, Price Auto, and Reno Rossi were present.

Mr. Watson presented drawings to show the locations he wanted to relocate
vehicles to, during the business hours.  He said he had changed the square
footage from 400 to 702 sq. ft.

Mr. Conkling asked how many vehicles this would be and Mr. Watson said
he thought five.  Mr. Watson said he will not block the walkway.  Mr.
Kettenring asked if the proposed planters shown on the previous site plan are
in place and Mr. Watson advised they were not.  Mr. Kettenring advised the
planters should be in place during the growing season.  Mr. Kettenring asked
for a specific maximum # of vehicles to be placed in front and Mr. Watson
said he would like five.  Mr. Mertz confirmed these would be removed from
the rear of the display area to the front, during business hours, then returned
to the rear of the lot, once closed.  Mr. Watson said the hours of operation
are 10:00 – 6:00 pm, 7 days/week.  Vehicles are shown as going into 14’ X
29’ and 18’ X 14’ areas.  Mr. Watson advised this would not affect the
restaurant’s business and would be kept in neat order.  Mr. Kettenring stated
he was agreeable to a maximum of 5 vehicles. Mr. Mertz pointed out that
the proposed planters, in addition to the displayed vehicles, would prevent
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vehicles from traveling in front of the restaurant, which was something the
Fire Dept wanted to discourage.  There was discussion on marking the two
areas being swapped for display to be marked in some way, such as brackets
on the pavement, to simplify enforcement of the restrictions, or by using the
five vehicle and square footage limitations.

Mrs. Lucas asked what the distance would be between the back of a
displayed vehicle at the front of the building, and the building itself, as the
Fire Chief wanted to maintain clear access around the building.  Chief Drake
reviewed the plan and said his concern is the exit egresses out of doorways
and that the planters should be in place to deter vehicles from traveling
across the front of the building. Chief Drake said he did not have a problem
with the plans as proposed.  The board confirmed that the signage would not
be changing.

The board discussed whether a formal site plan review was necessary and it
was the consensus of the board that it was unnecessary, with the condition
that it be a maximum of 5 vehicles, which was not in addition to the square
footage display area he was approved for and would be moving those five
vehicles to the front on a temporary daily basis during the hours of 10am to
6pm.

The board advised that any further changes in the future would require site
plan review.

ADJOURNMENT Motion to adjourn was made by Mr. Hays, seconded by Mrs. Hiltz. Vote was
unanimous. The meeting was adjourned at 7:58 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Pamela Vose


